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Abstract
Indirect combustion noise had not been attracting research in the past, but recent indication seems to prove that it could
be a threat in the future if not addressed. Means of reducing this type of noise to a low decibel value was also included.
Noise is due to the ingestion of distorted atmospheric turbulence, as the two set of blades rotate in different direction.
Open rotor noise is higher since the rotors are fully exposed to oncoming turbulence and lack ducting or a nacelle to
attenuate the radiated sound. A thorough review on the technology that can replace conventional turbofan was carried
out. It was found that none of this technology can meet up with the ACARE and NASA 2020 vision but left a gap to be
filled. Because open rotor is the most proven engine that is able to satisfy this requirements, different methods are
adopted and integrated to reduce open rotor noise. Attention was paid to the geometry of the blade, hub and blade
length, the vorticity and interaction noise are simulated until an optimized blade was achieved. The integration
problem of open rotor was addressed where the engine was located to minimize perceive noise to the payload.
Keywords: Aircraft, Composites, Noise, Open rotor, Advanced Technology
1. Introduction
Aerospace engineering is an aspect of engineering that deals with the design, maintenance and improvement of
aircraft by using knowledge and skills acquired through mathematics, physics, chemistry and natural science. An
engineer trained by education and experience can be licensed to practice activities in the aerospace industry; such a
professional is regarded as an aerospace engineer.
The major activity in aeronautical profession is aircraft design. Aircraft design requires the integration of experts in
disciplines including Aerodynamics, Propulsion, Structures, Flight mechanics, Avionics and Management (Sadraey,
2013). All experts in these fields must have the basic knowledge of engineering design techniques. Aircraft design is
an analytical process; it requires creative and innovative mindset. The career goal of any aerospace engineer like
other engineers in differ fields is to design aircraft that satisfactorily meets the market demand (Bello, 2018).
Rapid technological advancement has been taken place in the aerospace sector since man first get to space through
fixed wing airplane. Today’s innovation in aerospace focused on three main areas, these are Environmental impact,
Economic efficiency and Improved passenger experience (Special focus, 2018). Environmental impact and
economic efficiency are given preference in recent research because of the strict rules and regulations laid down by
the regulatory bodies. Such include the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and Research in Europe (ACARE), the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP), Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions and Noise
(CLEEN) among others (ACARE, 2003; IPCC, 1999; ICAO, 2007).
A report from the Royal Aeronautical Society summarizes the challenges facing designers of next generation aircraft.
“There are challenges facing the next generation aircraft as stricter environmental constraints and increasing
pressure to reduce manufacturing and life-cycle costs mean the resulting aircraft will be complex, requiring the use
of advanced or novel materials, multi-disciplinary design approaches and solutions operating in a distributed design
environment” (RAeS, 2018). These regulations mean that next generation aircraft should be designed to contribute
little or no pollution to the environment. This can be achieved using More Electric Engine (MEE), More Electric
Aircraft (MEA) or any other aircraft engine that can satisfy these requirements (RAeS, 2018).
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Innovationn and improveement in avionnics, communnication, flight, automation, propulsion annd material me
etallurgy
had made it possible to classify both civil and military aircraft iinto generationns (MigFlug, 2018; Mandalla, 2007;
aerospacew
web, 2018;). The
T recent im
mprovement iss made possibble of improveed knowledgee of composites. Fifth
generationn commercial aircraft
a
includee Boeing 787 and Airbus A3380. To be able to enter the next generatio
on, there
must be grreater improveement in the prropulsion systeem (airliners, 22018).
The requirrement for enggines that with minimal fuel bburn and noisee have triggerss research and innovation. In
n the past
few years,, various concepts have beenn designed, onnly few partly satisfy the requirements. Some of these concepts
include: thhe Sugar Volt,, MIT N+3, Boeing X48B, A
AC20.30 moddel, Northrop G
Grumman Drakke concept, AMELIA,
Lockheed Martin box wing
w
airplane, TOSCA, SAII, NASA N+3 CRC among others (RAeS
S, 2018; AviattonFacts,
2016).
However, Blended Wingg Body (BWB) design proviides noise shieelding; its use iis yet to be appproved by the certified
bodies. Thhis may be parttly because it is more difficuult to evacuatee passengers inn emergency annd difficulty in
n control
(Roman ett al., 2000).
The open rotor engine was
w introduce by NASA durring the oil criisis in the 19700’s but was puut on hold afte
er the oil
price wentt down (NASA
A, 1980). Opeen rotor enginee is also know
wn as Unducteed fan (UDF), Propfan or Ultra-high
bypass enggine. It is simiilar to turbofann engines. Onee major differeence is that it does not havee a nacelle to cover
c
the
fan (flighttglobal, 2018). Open rotor combines the performance of turbofan w
with the fuel eeconomy of tu
urboprop
engine. Coontra rotating open rotor (C
CROP) is the m
most commonn type, it has ttwo set of bladdes that rotate
e counter
clockwise.. The aft or reaar rotors collecct airflow from
m the front rottor and convertt it to thrust. T
This interaction
n creates
an environnment for greaater noise to bbe generated. O
Open rotor are noisy and thhis prevents itts adoption as jet liner
engine (Daale, 2010). Thhe noise probleem is a challennge that is yett to be solved. Some of the means of redu
ucing the
noise is thhe focus of thiis research. Thhis led to the design of a propfan enginee with minimuum noise emisssion that
decreases fuel burn by having
h
higher propulsive effficiency. The design is inteegrated to the airframe of an
n aircraft
and simulaated to determiine the optimuum performancce of the integrrated system.
2. Method
dology
Different m
methods (Matterial optimizaation, optimizeed rotor bladee, blade clippinng, active noise control and
d MEMs
products) w
were adopted to reduce openn rotor noise, by using thesee accepted meethod, this reseearch will redu
uce noise
generated from the enginne. The two m
main type of noise in open rottor are the tonaal noise and brroadband noise
e. Figure
1 below deepicts the varioous types of nooise in an openn rotor engine.

Figure 1. Opeen Rotor Noisee Interaction
Source: M
Mathieu et al. (22015).
m and objectivees of this reseaarch which invvolves: designn analysis of a propfan
The methoods used to acchieve the aim
engine witth minimum noise emission,, design for a hhigher propulssive efficiency to decrease fuuel burn, integration of
the design system into aiirframe of an aaircraft and carry out simulaations on the syystem to evaluuate the perform
mance of
the designed system is presented here.
2.1 Designn analysis of prropfan engine ffor minimum nnoise emissionn
One of thee most acceptable methods is to optimizee open rotor bblade. An optim
mal design is capable of ad
ddressing
open rotorr noise. Optim
mal design invvolves the use of flow equattions such as Euler’s equatiion, Reynolds-average
Navier-Strroke Equationn (RANS), Bioot-Savart’s law
w, Ffowcs-Wiilliams and H
Hawkings equaation (FW-H) and the
Kirchhoff equation.
The Euler’’s equation (Na Gao, 2018) uused to predictt aerodynamic noise and is ggiven as:
(2.1)
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Where, C0 is the speed of
o sound, p′ is the acoustic ppressure, vn is tthe normal com
mponent of the surface velocity, x is
the locatioon of the obserrver, t is the ttime, nj is the unit normal vector pointingg toward the exxterior region,, δ is the
shear stresss, Tij is the Ligghthill stress ttensor, Pij is thhe compressivve stress tensor, ρ0 is the stattic density of the fluid
without disturbance, F iss the Kirchhofff surface and H
H(f) and δ(f) aare the Heavisiide function annd Dirac delta function
respectivelly.
An optimaal rotor blade involves
i
the coomputation of the blade paraameters to satissfy the requireed operating co
onditions
and the design of the tip to delay shockk and noise intteraction. The tip interactionn and shock waas replaced by pressure
changes. T
The front rotor wake and the vortex interacction with the aaft blades are m
minimized by tthis method.
Material w
with high dampping capabilityy was used. Thhere are many design considderations in sellecting the matterial for
blade design. Such conssideration incluudes stiffness,, rigidity, tougghness, moduluus, strength annd damping ca
apability.
In this case, damping ability takes dom
minance over oother design reequirements. Thhe principle off high damping
g on free
moving paarticles in smalll cavities storees vibrating ennergy for a shoort time and turrns it into therm
mal energy.
Carbon naanotubes (CNT
Ts) was found to have excepptional propertties. Its properrties include very high stiffn
ness, low
density annd high aspect ratio. For theese reasons, CN
NTs was seleccted as the ideeal material foor open rotor blade.
b
Its
properties was summarizzed in the Tablle 1.
Table 1. M
Mechanical Streength of CNT

Source: Deemczyk et al. (2002).
(
Where σ iss the shear streess, E is the Yooung modulus and F is the appplied force.
CNTs can be produced using
u
methods such as ablation and chemiccal vapor depoosition (CVD). The method used
u
here
is the CVD
D. The matrix to be used is epoxy resin. S
Several researcch suggests thaat the use of eepoxy resin as a matrix
for CNTs considerably improve
i
its prroperties. The accepted methhod for embeddding CNTS iinto the matrix
x is resin
transfer mold (RTM) or resin injectionn mold (RIM).

Figure 2a.. 3D Optimizedd Rotor Blade

Figure 2b. Optimizedd blade with E
Engine nacelle

2.1.1 Activve Noise Control
Active Nooise Suppressioon system is aanother meanss of reducing open rotor noise. The primaary principle of
o active
noise conttrol is to sense the noise diisturbances in the engine annd cancel them
m before theyy leave the eng
gine. An
actuator innside the statoor vanes captuures the tones of the fan and sends a 1800o backward too cancel out the noise
(AviationF
Facts.eu, 2016)).
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Figuure 3. Principle of Active Feeed-forward Caancellation of S
Sound in a Duuct
Source: Diieter (2007)
N
on (MEMs) prooduct can reduuce open rotorr noise considderably, this co
oncept is
The use of Micro and Nanofabricatio
EMs product is used as ann accelerometeer, for gamingg and screen rrotation in ph
hones, as
under inveestigation. ME
microphonne to cancel orr amplify noisee in iPhone andd in Electronicc Control Unit (ECU) in carss (EPFL, 2018)). MEMs
product caan also be usedd with composiites to trigger ddevice such ass airbag to deteect crack.
2.1.2 Acouustic Treatmennt
Acoustic ttreatment has limited use in open rotor beecause of the aabsence of naccelle but linerrs made of hon
neycomb
can be useed inside the duct
d
to lower ccombustion noiise. In the neaarest future, acoustic liner m
may be of greater use to
reduce com
mbustion noise. Combustionn noise is ofteen neglected buut it is becom
ming a major soource of noise
e, MEMs
products aand piezoelectrric materials w
will be widely used in designn. Piezoelectricc materials gennerate electriciity when
subjected tto mechanical stress. The blaades can also bbe treated withh liners.
2.1.3 Bladde Clipping
Blade clippping will be an
a option if alll acceptable m
method does nnot lower the nnoise to an accceptable level.. The aft
blades are clipped to redduce wake andd vortex interaaction. The onlly disadvantagge is that thrusst will be reduc
ced. It is
advisable nnot to clip morre than 25%.

Figuree 4. Clipping oof an Open Rottor, (NASA, 20010)
In summarry, the technollogies that can be used to redduce open rotor noise will strrongly dependd on the design changes
that can bee made, the dissk loading, prooduction methood and blade cclipping. All thhese methods m
must reduce op
pen rotor
noise by 35dB; failure too reduce the nooise level by upp to 30dB willl require a redeesign.
2.2 Designn for Higher Propulsive
P
Efficciency to Decrrease Fuel Burrn
Open rotoor engine or prropfan reducess fuel burn thereby reducing emission (T
Torenbeek, 20113). It can red
duce fuel
burn by tw
wenty-five to thirty
t
per centt (25 - 30%), ffor this reasonn open rotor w
was considered as the type off aircraft
engine thaat can meet NA
ASA and ACAR
RE goal.
Open rotoor is very efficcient when thee speed is not more than M
Mach 0.8. It waas observed thhat the diamete
er of the
blades hass influence onn the Mach nuumber, thereforre rotor blades of higher diiameter was ussed to increase the tip
speed and Mach numberr. This was com
mplimented byy integrating thhe engine awayy from under thhe wing.
2.3 Integraation of the Sysstem into Airfr
frame of an Airrcraft
It is requirred that the enggine should noot be under the wing to increaase the blade ddiameter, imprrove passengerr comfort
by reducinng perceived nooise and minim
mize risk if enggine burst takees place. The bbest configuration is as shown below.
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Fiigure 5. Next G
Generation Airrplane Conceptt
2.4 Designn System Simullation for Its P
Performance E
Evaluation
Numericall analysis usingg Hanson’s neear-field frequeency shows thaat the frequenccy is been trannsmitted from the
t tip of
the wing too the wing rooot. The result sshows that usinng shorter winggspan may leaad to undesirabble bending and flutter.
The system
m was redesiigned and thee best comproomise was arrrived (Figure 2) by using a wingspan between
69.8-79.8m
m.
2.4.1 Simuulation Flow Chart
C
The simullation flow chhart used wass extracted annd modified ffrom the Hannson’s flowchaart prediction process
(Anupam S and Hsuan-nnien C). It is shhown below.
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2.5 Designn Diagram of the
t System
The compoonents designeed include an optimized rotoor blade, optim
mized blade wiith the engine nacelle and an
n aircraft
integrated with open rotoor engine. Theese are shown iin Figure 2a, 22b and 4 respecctively.
3. Result aand Discussioon
Numericall Computationn of Open Rootor Noise is carried out annd the resultss is as shown in Figure 6a
a and 6b
respectivelly. Some assum
mptions that arre made includde the followinng:
M M 0.85,  γ M 1.4, ∝ M
M300, M∞ M 10, The wing is aalso assumed tto have uniform
m pressure.
Where M is the Mach number,
n
γ is thhe compressibility ratio, ∝ is the angle of attack and M∞ is the Mach
h number
at infinity.
The surfacce pressure coeefficient is giveen as:
(3.1)
omain of
Where CP is the coefficcient of pressuure, P is the geeneral field pooint, the subsccripts b and ∞ stands for do
propagatioon and infinity respectively, ρ∞ is the fluid density and U∞ is the freestrream velocity.
To be ablle to determinne the far-fieldd acoustic, booundary elemeent method m
must be used. It is governed
d by the
equation
(3.2)
p
G is the Green’s functtion, n is the noormal unit at Q and other paarameters are the
t same
Where Q iis the source point,
as that of eequation 3.1

Figurre 6a. Variatioon of Cp with ∝

Figuree 6b Rotor Disttribution Loadding

was
The acousttic pressure eqquation used w

Where β iss the angle bettween n and r. ikr are nodes oon acoustics suurrounding andd other parameeters remains constant.
c
The result shows that thee frequency off the open rotor increases sligghtly from thee tip of the winng to the root, therefore
t
the root haave to be reinfoorced more at the root to enaable the enginee operate effecctively at Machh 0.8 and above.
From Figuure 6b, it can be
b shown that tthe blade distriibution loadingg increases at takeoff condittion but decrea
ases after
reaching its peak. This implies that tthe geometry aand parameterrs of the rotorr blade has a great influence on the
Sound Preessure Level (S
SPL). Thus, thee use of an opttimized blade iis validated annd the predictioons validated.
4. Conclussion
In conclussion, by using advanced tecchnologies andd composites, the next geneeration aircraftt has been designed, it
shows greater improvem
ment as compaared to the receent generationn, noise emissiion has been reduced using different
methods (rreference to seection 2.0).
ws greater redduction in noise, this is
The objecttives of the ressearch were vaalidated as thee optimized rottor blades show
evaluated to be 18dB, while
w
clipping oof aft blades bby 25% reducees the noise byy 7dB, active nnoise control prresents a
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gap that requires further research this is to reduce combustion noise but it does appear that this method could reduce
noise by more than 5dB.
The use of open rotor engine can also be extended to military aircraft but in cases where hypersonic speed is
required, successful flight will rely on yet to be proven scramjet engine. Advanced technologies nonetheless will
help to alleviate most of the problems associated with scramjet engine. The only solution to the challenges facing
the aerospace industry is to use advanced technologies.
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